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A new monochromator scheme is presented in which an extra-focus constant-

included-angle varied-line-spacing cylindrical-grating monochromator (extra-

focus CIA-VCGM) is conveniently combined with a variable-included-angle

varied-line-spacing plane-grating monochromator (VIA-VPGM). This dual-

mode solution delivers high performance in the energy range from vacuum

ultraviolet (VUV) to soft X-ray. The resolving power and the efficiency of this

dual-mode grating monochromator are analyzed in detail based on realistic

parameters. Comparisons with the commonly used variable-included-angle

plane-grating monochromator and normal-incidence monochromator (VIA-

PGM/NIM) hybrid monochromator are made.

1. Introduction

For beamline design, the covered energy range is an important

parameter, which is determined by its scientific goals. As is

well known, the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy

(ARPES) method is a significant technique addressing elec-

tron properties close to the Fermi surface in materials (Tanaka

et al., 2006; Terashima et al., 2006; Damascelli et al., 2003). For

ARPES, the escape depth of photoelectrons emitted from

solid materials exhibits the famous ‘V-curve’ dependence on

kinetic energy (Somorjai, 1981). If the work function of a

material is taken into account, the escape depth reaches below

1 nm in the photon energy range 10–200 eV, which enhances

surface sensitivity yet limits the ability to obtain bulk infor-

mation from a sample. For some samples it is vital to know

both their surface and their bulk information in situ without

suspicious property change caused by reloading at alternative

beamlines. This can be achieved if the energy range for a soft

X-ray monochromator can be extended down to 7 eV. Such a

vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) extension can play a dramatic role

in the experiment; the escape length can be longer than 10 nm.

Consequently, both surface and bulk information of the same

position in a sample can be obtained in one endstation at the

same beamline.

Among various kinds of soft X-ray monochromators, a

hybrid monochromator, which is a combination of a variable-

included-angle plane-grating monochromator (VIA-PGM)

and a normal-incidence monochromator (NIM), has been

known to offer a broad energy range from VUV to soft X-ray

with a decent performance. The VIA-PGM (Petersen, 1982),

which has been employed at many synchrotron radiation
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beamlines (Xue et al., 2010; Aksela et al., 1994; Follath, 2001;

Warwick et al., 2001; Follath et al., 1998, Follath & Senf, 1997)

all over the world, is one of the most successfully developed

optics of the last few decades. There are numerous advantages

of this monochromator. Besides covering a wide energy range,

the VIA-PGM can operate in different modes, such as high-

energy resolution, higher-order harmonic suppression and

high-flux modes, by selecting a suitable Cff (fixed-focus

constant) value. Furthermore, a variable-line-space (VLS)

plane grating is applied in some new VIA-PGMs called VIA-

VPGMs (Xue et al., 2014; Reininger & de Castro, 2005; Ono

et al., 2004; Amemiya et al., 2010), which is a significant

improvement with respect to the original design. By using the

VLS grating, the beam can be focused at the exit slit at any

included angle, without introducing coma and spherical

aberration into the system. Even though the VIA-PGM can

cover a wide energy range, it is almost all in the soft X-ray

range (above 20 eV). This type of monochromator is difficult

to extend to energies in the VUV range (<7 eV) while keeping

good energy resolution. It is mainly constrained by the

mechanical limits of the rotation angles for the plane mirror

and the gratings, and the geometrical size of the plane mirror

(Follath, 2001). A low line density grating is employed to cover

the low-energy end because the diffraction angle of the low

line density grating is relatively large; either blocking of the

incoming beam or colliding with the mirror by the grating can

be avoided while the performance of the monochromator

is not harmed. In addition, the fact that the beam no longer

hits the grating center in the VUV range causes energy drift.

A normal-incidence monochromator is a remedy. It was

proposed to combine it with the VIA-PGM to extend the

energy range to the VUV (Flechsig et al., 2001; Follath &

Schmidt, 2004; Borisenko, 2012) while the exit slit would stay

fixed. In NIM mode, however, the photon flux is low due to the

very small incident angle. Moreover, the alignment of a

monochromator in NIM mode is challenging because of the

long distance between the pre-mirror and the grating, a

mechanical compatibility problem between the two modes.

An extra-focus constant-included-angle varied-line-spacing

cylindrical-grating monochromator (extra-focus CIA-VCGM)

based on the Hettrick–Underwood scheme has been described

in our previous work (Xue et al., 2015). By replacing the plane

grating in a standard CIA-PGM monochromator with a

cylindrical one, the defocus aberration of such an extra-focus

CIA-VCGM can be optimized at three reference photon

energies rather than two reference photon energies of the

Hettrick–Underwood scheme in the VUV range. Thanks to its

strong focusing ability, a fixed focus spot can be obtained with

retained high performance, though the monochromator is

operated in the constant-included-angle (CIA) mode.

Compared with a NIM, both its photon flux and its energy

resolution are increased because it is a grazing-incidence

monochromator, similar to a ‘dragon’-type monochromator.

Furthermore, this monochromator has a simple mechanical

structure and its mechanical compatibility with a standard

varied-line-spacing plane-grating monochromator (VPGM)

allows convenient extension into the soft-X-ray range.

In this study a dual-mode VLS grating monochromator

(DM-VGM) is proposed. The new monochromator combines

the extra-focus CIA-VCGM and the VIA-VPGM to cover an

energy range from VUV to soft X-ray while maintaining high

performance over the whole range.

2. Layout and performance of the DM-VGM

2.1. Monochromator layout and operation mode

For the VIA-VPGM, two optical elements are needed: an

off-center rotation mirror to change the included angle and a

grating to diffract the beam. For the extra-focus CIA-VCGM,

there are two possible arrangements: meridional focusing

scheme and sagittal focusing scheme (Xue et al., 2015). It turns

out that the latter is suitable for combining with the VIA-

VPGM because the beam focusing condition will not be

affected when the grating included angle is changed by the

additional plane mirror. The layout of the new mono-

chromator, DM-VGM, is shown in Fig. 1. Three optics are

necessary for the new monochromator: (i) a sagittal focusing

mirror (cylindrical or toroidal mirror), demanded by the extra-

focus CIA-VCGM, is employed to converge the beam in the

dispersion direction; the beam can be focused to the exit slit in

the non-dispersion direction if the mirror is a toroidal one; (ii)

a plane mirror is applied to change the included angle; (iii) a

set of gratings with different surface figures is used to diffract

the beam for different operation modes. The DM-VGM

combines two types of gratings for different operating modes:

a plane grating for VIA-VPGM mode (VIA mode) and a

cylindrical grating for extra-focus CIA-VCGM mode (CIA

mode). Note that the mechanical structure of a DM-VGM

is similar to a conventional VIA-VPGM, which makes the

combination of these two modes highly compatible.

In order to illustrate the performance of the new mono-

chromator, a 4 m-long undulator is chosen as a realistic optical

source and typical optical distances are assumed for a model

DM-VGM. Beam sizes and divergences are calculated from
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Figure 1
Layout of the new monochromator, DM-VGM.



the vector sum of the electron beam RMS values (�x, � 0x,

�y, � 0y) on the orbit and the radiation values (�r, �
0

r ). The

radiation values are calculated using the approximations

�r ¼ ð2�LÞ1=2=2� and � 0r ¼ ð�=2LÞ1=2, where � is the wave-

length of the radiation and L is the length of the insertion

device. The operating energy range of either VIA mode or

CIA mode is mainly confined by the mechanical limits and the

performance. In the VIA mode, a higher line density grating

means a smaller diffraction angle, which increases the possi-

bility that the incoming beam will be blocked by the grating at

the low-energy end, as well as a collision risk between the

grating and the plane mirror. Such problems can be avoided

by a lower line density grating at a price of too low-energy

resolution, which might not meet the experimental require-

ments. Therefore, at the low-energy VUV end, it is better to

engage the CIA mode as the diffraction angle for the extra-

focus CIA-VCGM is larger than that of the VIA-VPGM, and

thus a high line density grating can be employed to ensure a

high-energy resolution. Detailed parameters used in the

calculations are listed in Table 1.

An optimal distance between the focusing mirror and the

plane mirror can be found to confine the beam footprint on

the grating so as to reduce the risk of the grating blocking the

incoming beam or colliding with the plane mirror. As shown

in Table 1, for a mode example the object distance of the

focusing mirror is 20 m and the distance between the focusing

mirror and the plane mirror is 13 m. Under such conditions the

beam size is about 8 mm and the maximum footprint on the

grating is about 69 mm. With a 10 mm margin on both sides of

the grating, the incoming beam will not be blocked by the

grating in the whole energy range as long as the diffraction

angle is larger than 53.64� which is the minimum angle

allowed. Thanks to a large included angle in the CIA mode,

the diffraction angle is larger than the minimum allowed angle

as shown in Fig. 2.

The choice of the reference energies for the CIA mode is

not arbitrary in the DM-VGM because it determines the

position of the grating virtual source and then the beam

footprint on the grating. For the model DM-VGM in this study

the reference energies are chosen to be 7 eV, 8 eV and 12 eV,

and the coma aberration vanishes at 7 eV. For the VIA mode,

the Cff value is set to be 5 at 120 eV, which takes account of the

energy resolution and the footprint on the grating, and the

coma aberration vanishes at 60 eV. A few parameters can be

derived under these conditions and are listed in Table 2.

Although the principle is the same, the optical parameters

for an extra-focus CIA-VCGM can vary under different

conditions. In our previous work the monochromator can be

optimized with few constraints. However, in this study there

are more constraints for optimizing the CIA mode because the

VIA mode has to be optimized as well. The optical parameters

of the extra-focus CIA-VCGM in our previous work and of

the CIA mode in this study are listed in Table 3 for compar-

ison.
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Figure 2
Diffraction angles of the two different operating modes. The line density
of both grating is 1000 lines mm�1 and +1st order diffraction is
considered.

Table 2
Derived parameters for the model DM-VGM.

CIA mode VIA mode

b2 (mm�1) 0.000121031 0.000155628
b3 (mm�2) 3.06509 � 10�9 6.4273 � 10�9

Virtual source of grating (mm) 22207 22207
Curvature radius of focusing mirror (mm) 668 668
Curvature radius of grating (mm) 190460 –

Table 1
Detailed parameters for the calculations.

Electron beam RMS size
Horizontal �x (mm) 0.15855
Vertical �y (mm) 0.00987

Electron beam RMS divergence
Horizontal �x (rad) 3.2914 � 10�5

Vertical �y (rad) 3.9497 � 10�6

Undulator length (mm) 4000
Grating slope error (rad) 3 � 10�7

Plane mirror slope error (rad) 5 � 10�7

Focusing mirror slope error (rad) 2 � 10�6

Object distance of focusing mirror (mm) 20000
Imaging distance of both gratings (mm) 13000
Distance between focusing mirror and plane mirror (mm) 13000
Total beamline length (mm) 46000
Height between incoming and outgoing beam (mm) 30.5
Grating line density (lines mm�1) 1000

Table 3
Comparison of the difference of optical parameters between the CIA
mode and the extra-focus CIA-VCGM in our previous work.

CIA mode in
DM-VGM

Extra-focus
CIA-VCGM

Optimized energy (eV) 7, 8, 12 7, 8.5, 25
Included angle (�) 138 140

Focusing mirror
Object distance (mm) 20000 20000
Curvature radius (mm) 765 729
Deflect angle (�) 3 3

Cylindrical grating
Imaging distance (mm) 13000 29000
Curvature radius (mm) 190460 497663
b2 (mm�1) 0.000121031 5.56311 � 10�5

b3 (mm�2) 3.06509 � 10�9 7.19823 � 10�10



2.2. Energy resolution

At the low-energy end, the included angle is much larger in

the CIA mode than in the VIA mode, as shown in Fig. 3(a). A

larger included angle allows a higher grating line density and a

higher Cff value, promising a higher energy resolution. It is

noted that in the different operation mode the Cff value shows

an opposite trend with energy: decreasing in the CIA mode

but increasing in the VIA mode, as shown in Fig. 3(b). For this

model DM-VGM, a transition point occurs at 11.6 eV, at which

the Cff values of the two operation modes are equal. The

energy resolution of the model DM-VGM is shown in Fig. 3(c).

It is apparent that the CIA mode can work well in the range

below the transition point, and the VIA mode is better for the

range above the transition point.

The energy-resolving power calculated in this study is

mainly determined from seven factors: source size, exit slit

size, meridian slope error of the grating and the focusing

mirrors, aberrations from the defocus and the coma, and the

grating diffraction limit. Fig. 4 shows their contributions to the

relative spectrum width (RSW) in the two operation modes.

As seen from the figure, the largest contributions to the

total energy resolving power are from the source size and the

exit slit size in both operation modes. The contribution from

the source size is equal to that from the exit slit size because

the exit slit is variable, which is set according to the beamline

demagnification, through which the beam with an FWHM

cross section is allowed to pass. The second largest contribu-

tion to the RSW is from the diffraction limit. Thanks to a large

Cff value at the low-energy end in the CIA mode and at the

high-energy end in the VIA mode, the contribution from the

diffraction limit does not degrade the energy resolution

severely, although the beam footprint on the grating is rela-

tively small compared with an unfocused incoming beam. The

third largest contribution to the RSW is from the slope errors

of the grating and the mirrors. The above three contributions

are related to the incidence/diffraction angle, so they vary with

the Cff value. The contributions from the aberrations are

smaller than that of the above factors. For the VIA mode,

there is no contribution from the defocus aberration because

the defocus aberration can be zeroed over the whole energy

range. For the CIA mode, the defocus aberration vanishes

only at the reference energies but the contribution from the

defocus aberration is still small enough to be negligible in the

operated energy range.
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Figure 3
(a) Included angle, (b) Cff value and (c) theoretical energy-resolving
power of the model DM-VGM.

Figure 4
The various contributions to the relative spectrum width in (a) VIA mode
and (b) CIA mode.



In general, the energy resolution of the DM-VGM is

decided by different operating modes. High-energy resolving

power can be obtained at the low-energy end by the CIA

mode and at the high-energy end by the VIA mode. Because

of the strong focusing ability of the extra-focus CIA-VCGM,

the exit slit stays fixed even if it is operating in the CIA mode.

By combining with the CIA-VCGM, not only is the energy

range of the VIA-VPGM expanded, but also its performance

is improved significantly.

2.3. Ray-tracing results

In order to verify the performance of the DM-VGM, ray

tracing on the energy resolution is carried out using the

SHADOW code (Sanchez del Rio et al., 2011) including the

same RMS slope errors as used in the analytical calculations.

Spot patterns at the exit slit plane for 7, 9, 11.6 and 150 eV are

shown in Fig. 5. As seen in the figure, each energy pair of spots

is well resolved at theoretically predicted resolution. The

result at 7 eV is obtained by using a cylindrical grating oper-

ated in the CIA mode while the result at 150 eV is obtained by

using a plane grating operated in the VIA mode. The results at

11.6 eV are verified in both CIA and VIA mode because it is

the transition point [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. Additionally, the

result at 9 eV in the CIA mode is demonstrated to show a

negligible defocus aberration.

2.4. Grating efficiency

In order to compare the grating efficiency of the CIA-

VCGM with that of NIM, the +1 order diffraction efficiency of

a 1000 lines mm�1 grating with Au coating is calculated, as

shown in Fig. 6. To maximize the efficiency, the groove depth

of the grating is optimized to be 41 nm for the CIA-VCGM

and 23 nm for the NIM. The grating efficiency is estimated by

(Thompson et al., 2009)

Em ¼
R

m2�2

�
1� 2 cos Qþ cosðQ� þ �Þ þ cos2Qþ

�
;

m ¼ odd; ð1Þ

where

Q� ¼
m�h

d0

ðtan�� tan �Þ;

� ¼
2�h

�
ðcos�þ cos�Þ;

and � is the incidence angle of the grating, � is the diffraction

angle of the grating, � is the wavelength of the radiation, d0 is

the grating line density, h is the grating groove depth, R is the

reflectance at grazing angle ð�G�GÞ
1=2,

�G ¼ ð�=2Þ � j�j; �G ¼ ð�=2Þ � j�j: ð2Þ

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the efficiency of the CIA-

VCGM is 4–5 times higher than that of the NIM in their

common operating energy range of 7–20 eV. The groove

width-to-period ratio r is assumed to be 0.5 here and, in fact,

the groove width-to-period ratio of a real commercial grating

will be also optimized near this value. The reflectivity of the
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Figure 5
Ray-tracing results on the energy resolution of the monochromator at
(a) 7 eV using cylindrical grating; (b) 9 eV using cylindrical grating;
(c) 11.6 eV using cylindrical grating; (d) 11.6 eV using plane grating;
(e) 150 eV using plane grating.



coating material is calculated using XOP 2.3 code (Sanchez

del Rio & Dejus, 2004).

A remark on the efficiency of a ‘dragon’-type mono-

chromator deserves to be made. Both a dragon-type mono-

chromator and the CIA-VCGM are constant-included-angle

type monochromators. The incidence angle of the mirror and

the grating is the same when the constant included angle is

the same. Therefore, the efficiency of either type of mono-

chromator is almost the same.

3. Conclusion

In this study a new dual-mode monochromator (DM-VGM)

for the VUV to soft X-ray energy range is presented which

combines an extra-focus CIA-VCGM and a VIA-VPGM. This

strategy takes advantage of the strong focusing ability of the

extra-focus CIA-VCGM in the VUV range. In this scheme the

mechanical structures of the CIA-VCGM and that of the

PGM are compatible. The number of optical elements in such

a beamline is the same as for a typical beamline with a VIA-

PGM, with a converging mirror replacing the collimating/

deflecting mirror to change to CIA-VCGM mode. More

importantly, compared with the VIA-PGM scheme, the

resolving power of our scheme in the VUV range is improved

significantly thanks to a high Cff value. In addition, the

transmission efficiency of the newly designed monochromator

is estimated to be higher than that of the NIM due to the large

included angle in the VUV range. We believe that the DM-

VGM monochromator will be a very attractive candidate for

building a beamline for the energy range from VUV to soft

X-ray. With all these advantages we believe that the DM-

VGM monochromator is a promising successor for the hybrid

VIA-PGM/NIM monochromator to be adopted in a new

generation of beamlines for the energy range from VUV to

soft X-ray, not only for new beamlines but for refurbished

ones as well, due to its highly compatible mechanical structure

with a conventional VIA-PGM.
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Figure 6
Comparison of first-order grating diffraction efficiency in the CIA-
VCGM and NIM modes.
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